[The vessels of the inner ear (author's transl)].
The inner ear as an example of a highly specialized sensory organ also possesses a highly specialized vascularisation. This represents an impressive example for a reasonable adaption of the terminal blood vessels to a specific function of the organ fulfilling more than only the nutrition. In this paper the microvascular bed of the cochlea is examined using both the injection method of the vessels and the biomicroscopic observation in vivo. The combination of these technics supported by histologic and stereoscan microscopic examinations has made it possible to give an account of the functional morphology of the inner ear vessels. As a detailed structural analysis of the vessels morphology with the help of dyes that fill the whole of the vessels space (i.e. Berlin blue) is not possible, perfusion experiments with silver nitrate were performed on the inner ear. After the perfusion the vessels are cleaned again, the silver however imbibes the intercellular reticular substances and after exposure produces a continous and sharp framework of the endothelium and--when present--muscular cells, thus showing the angioarchitectural contours. There is a very clear division of the cochlear vessels in a three dimensional space: The arterial and venous vessels are vividly separated from one another, forming two systems of microvascular units in the lateral wall and the spiral lamina. Each unit begins with special blood vessel convoluts in the modiolus, consisting of loops of arterioles. They are weakly muscularized whereas no muscle structures are seen elsewhere in the other parts of the inner ear vessels. There are no a.-v. anastomoses or sphinkters at all. The function of the vessel loops in the modiolus is to flatten the pulse wave as well as to regulate the blood flow in the microvascular bed by vasomotion. This was proved by statistical examinations of 1200 measurements of the widths of the vessels at several points of the cochlea in a blind study with and without vasoactive drugs. The terminology of the vessels is not standardized. The nomenclature in this paper has regard to the classification of the vessels, the course and the topographic localisation. Silver staining reveals changes in the form of the endothelium cells from the arterial towards the venous end. While the arteries show a long stretched spinle or lancet like form they change over blunt, oval, triangular or rhomboid forms into polygonal cells with spiked border lines at the venules. All experiments together give an account that the blood supply of the inner ear is in close correlation with the blood supply of the brain and too possesses autoregulative mechanisms, which must be localized in the convoluts at the beginning of every microvascular unit of the cochlear vessels.